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Abstract
File prefetching is an eective technique for improving
le access performance In this paper we present a le
prefetching mechanism that is based on online analytic
modeling of interesting system events and is transpar
ent to higher levels The mechanism incorporated into
a clients le cache manager seeks to build semantic
structures called access trees that capture the corre
lations between le accesses It then heuristically uses
these structures to represent distinct le usage patterns
and exploits them to prefetch les from a le server We
show results of a simulation study and of a working im
plementation Measurements suggest that our method
can predict future le accesses with an accuracy around
	
 that it can reduce cache miss rate by up to 
 and
application latency by up to 	
 Our method imposes
little overhead even under antagonistic circumstances
 Introduction
This paper reports the eectiveness of a le cache man
agement technique that prefetches from a le server au
tomatically and without any sort of usersupplied in
formation or intervention The technique which is in
corporated into the clients cache manager makes extra
requests to the server hopefully in advance of the actual
need for the data Prefetched data is then placed in the
clients cache
We hypothesize that there is pronounced regularity
in le access patterns and that relatively simple algo
rithms can identify a le access pattern and quickly spot
it when it reemerges later during another run of the ap
plication In particular we seek to uncover the seman
tic structures underlying le accesses These semantic
structures called access trees capture potentially useful
information concerning interrelationships and dependen
cies between les An access tree for a program records
all the les accessed during one execution of the pro
gram By intercepting relevant system calls we are able
to build an access tree for each program execution A
number of access trees are maintained in virtual memory
for each application representing distinct le usage pat
terns When an application is reexecuted we compare
the access tree being formed by current activity against
saved access trees to determine which usage pattern if
any is recurring we then prefetch the les remaining in
the saved access tree
File prefetching brings two major advantages First
applications run faster because they hit more in the
le cache Second there is less burst load placed
on the network because prefetching is done only when
there is network bandwidth available rather than on de
mand On the other hand there are two main costs of
prefetching The rst is the CPU cycles expended by
the client in determining when and what to prefetch
Cycles are spent both on overhead in gathering the in
formation necessary to make prefetch decisions and on
actually carrying out the prefetch The second cost is
the network bandwidth wasted when prefetch decisions
inevitably prove less than perfect
Higher cache hit rates are generally good for applica
tion performance but especially so if the cache is small
andor the network is slow Therefore we expect our
technique to be particularly useful for mobile comput
ers operating over lowbandwidth links By prefetching
soontobeneeded les during slack periods when the
link is not in use we can create the illusion that the link
has lower latency than is actually the case
Section  details the prefetching mechanism Section
 reports results from a tracedriven simulation Section
 describes the implementation and presents some initial
performance data Section  discusses related work
 Mechanism
  Data Abstraction Access Tree
Every program can invoke other programs In UNIX
style operating systems this is usually materialized by
the executing program forking child processes which in
turn execute other programs The programs may also
open some data les All the le accesses in an ap
plication can be formulated into a tree data structure
dubbed an access tree Files program les and data














Figure  Example Access Trees These graphs show
the access trees generated from the events described in
section  Graph a shows the version before compres
sion Graph b that after both vertical and horizontal
compression assuming E is a shell program
to child B if either  program A invokes program B or
 program A opens data le B The order of siblings
reects the chronology of le accesses
Figure a depicts the access tree for an application
A that includes the following activities
 Program A invokes program B
 B opens data les C and D in that order
 B opens C again
 A invokes programs E and F
 F opens D
 E invokes program G
 F opens D again
Two kinds of compression are applicable to an access
tree Vertical compression draws edges through UNIX
shells eectively cutting them out of the access tree
This is necessary because of the role shells play as com
mand interpreters Shells are invoked in a variety of
circumstances and can generate a large number of le
usage patterns Since we perform le prefetching for
each program le in the access tree and it is infeasible to
prefetch accurately for shells we choose to ignore them
Horizontal compression removes consecutive accesses of
the same data le The detail of consecutive accesses
oers no help in prefetching and can be safely omitted
However nonconsecutive accesses of the same data le
are preserved for use in a later phase Assuming pro
gram E is a shell in the previous example Figure b
shows the access tree after compressions
As an application proceeds we construct an access
tree for it by intercepting fork execve open chdir
and exit system calls Fork and execve substantiate
access of an executable le while open that of a data
le Information on chdir calls enables us to resolve
relative path names of les The access tree is completed
upon exit of the program execution An access tree that
is being constructed is called a working tree a nished
access tree that is saved to exemplify a le usage pattern
is called a pattern tree
   The Prefetch Algorithm
For now we assume the existence of a heuristic function
compatibilityw tree p tree which returns an in
dication between 	 and  of the degree to which a work
ing tree w tree and a pattern tree p tree describe the
same le access pattern When the functions value is
above constant MATCH THRESHOLD we say that the two
trees match
As mentioned earlier a number of pattern trees are
saved in virtual memory for each program a working
tree is constructed in the course of every program execu
tion Whenever a program references a le a new child
node is added in the working tree for the program and
some analysis is performed to nd out whether any saved
pattern trees can be prefetched Our analysis follows a
simple guideline if there is no previously prefetched pat
tern tree or the current working tree no longer matches
the prefetched pattern tree compute the compatibility
of the working tree and each of the pattern trees for the
program If any match is found then prefetch the pat
tern tree with the highest compatibility If more than
one pattern tree bears the highest compatibility then
prefetch the one most recently saved
The above analysis is carried out for each executable
le inside the working tree whenever the executable ini
tiates a le access At this point a pattern tree may
have already been prefetched for the executable either
as the result of prefetch analysis incurred by earlier le
accesses or in the form of a subtree of the larger tree we
prefetched at a higher level The executable can always
prefetch another pattern tree based on the analysis re
sult This eectively allows minor prefetch corrections
to be made reducing the cost of a bad guess
Two complicationsmay arise when the pattern tree se
lected for prefetching is large prefetched les are evicted
from the cache before they are actually referenced and
the cache is considerably destroyed when the prefetching
guess is bad To diminish the extent of these problems
we place an upper limit PREFETCH CAPACITY on the
number of les from a pattern tree we shall prefetch at
one time When the pattern tree selected is too large
we only prefetch those les in the initial portion of the
tree so that the prefetch limit is not exceeded We also
record the immediate child node of the pattern tree we
prefetch last When later the working tree extends to
this child we will prefetch the remaining portion of the
pattern tree if the latest working tree still matches it

On program exit we compare the newly completed
working tree with the saved pattern trees If it doesnt
match any of the pattern trees the working tree is saved
as new information Otherwise it is substituted for the
pattern tree that it matches best
We set the two algorithmic parameters to the follow
ing values
  MATCH THRESHOLD 	
  PREFETCH CAPACITY 
We have found that the behavior of our mechanism is
insensitive to the value of these parameters We shall
illustrate this later
  Compatibility Computation
We now take a closer look at the compatibility func
tion This function abstracts out the complexities of
prefetch analysis and pattern tree maintenance We il
lustrate the denition with the example in Figure  A
pattern tree is shown in a
Let us rst consider the case that the working tree is
a nished one We try to pair up the immediate child
nodes in the working tree with identical child nodes in
the pattern tree preserving the order of the nodes Re
call that a child node can represent either an executable
le which may root another access tree or a data le
For the two trees to be considered to describe the same
le access pattern we require that there be a onetoone
correspondence between all the executable les but not
all the data les However the same executable le may
root a dierent access subtree in the working tree than
in the pattern tree We dene C
d
as the percentage of
data les that can be paired up C
e
as the percentage of
pairs of executables that root the same access subtree
Intuitively C
d
suggests how compatible the data les
are C
e
suggests how compatibile the executable les
are We choose to use the average of the two values as
the compatibility of the two trees in question
For the nished working tree in Figure b E is the
only data le appearing in both the working tree and
the pattern tree making C
d
	 Three out of four exe
cutable pairs B F and G root identical access subtrees
so C
e
is 	 The compatibility is thus 	
The case of an unnished working tree is similar ex
cept that one immediate child in the pattern tree is rst
determined to be the pivot node The pivot corresponds
to the most recently added child node in the working
tree Only the child nodes in the pattern tree that ap
pear before the pivot are involved in compatibility com
putation If the pattern tree is selected we prefetch
those les that follow the pivot in the sequence of pat
tern tree preordering since those before the pivot prob
ably have already been accessed Given the unnished





are both 	 giving rise to a 	
compatibility If we decide to prefetch this pattern tree





Since the compatibility function is invoked often it
is important that it not be expensive That is why we














Figure  Computation of Compatibility Graph a
shows a pattern tree Graph b shows a nished work
ing tree bearing a 	 compatibility with the given
pattern tree Graph c shows a unnished working tree
so far bearing a 	 compatibility with the pattern tree
E is the pivot in the pattern tree since it corresponds to
the latest child node in the working tree being formed
examine only immediate child nodes The time complex
ity of the computation is proportional to the number of
child nodes
 Simulation
Our initial assessments of the mechanism were obtained
by tracedriven simulation
 Method
We gathered several le traces  on SunOS 	c
This version of SunOS oers a C secure computing
facility that includes the ability to produce a system
call audit trail Using this feature we gathered three
traces of a volunteer user performing his normal work
activity over a period of two weeks The rst trace con
tains  invocations of previously enumerated sys
tem calls captured over  hours The second trace con
tains  invocations captured over  hours while
the numbers for the third trace are  and  re
spectively During these hours activity varied widely
and included compilations document production data
analysis and display large le searches news reading
printing and other operations
Our simulated cache manager used an LRU replace
ment policy It stepped through the traces maintain
ing the cache in accordance with the user le accesses
Since our trace data lacks le sizes we dened cache





























Table  Cache Miss Rate This table compares the
accumulative cache miss rate with prefetching against
that without prefetching The ratio of two miss rates is
given in the last column
size by number of les We varied the cache size and for
each cache size we compared the results of prefetching
against those without prefetching
  Results
Our rst metric was the cache miss rate A summary of
the results for the three traces appears in Table  In the
table the No PF column and PF column report the
miss rates without prefetching and with prefetching re
spectively The Ratio column shows the ratio of miss
rates Prefetching delivers a substantially better miss
rate with all cache sizes The results are worse in every
measure for the second trace because it includes a recur
sive directory traversal ie the UNIX find program
over a hierarchy that includes thousands of les that are
never accessed again
In addition we monitored the cache behavior at a
ner grain how well our mechanism worked over each
run of 		 accesses At the end of each run we checked
to see whether prefetching had beaten noprefetching by
measuring the number of misses during that run As
shown in Table  prefetching won this comparison eas
ily and consistently This shows that our mechanisms
superiority is steady and stable and not simply a result
of a few exceptionally fruitful prefetch sequences The
few losses due to bad prefetching guesses are more than
oset by the many wins
Both Tables  and  indicate that the increased in
telligence of our mechanism is more eective in smaller
caches This was expected Consider that in the ex
treme case of an innitely large cache any le appearing
in any access tree is still in the cache There is no room
for improvement from any prefetching algorithm that is
based solely on information about the past
We measured the accuracy of our prefetch decisions
dened as the percentage of le access predictions pre
dicts that were actually used uses We also calculated
one overhead of the mechanism ie the percentage of
the le fetches fetches that were initiated due to bad
prefetch decisions wastes This reects the network
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Table  A Finergrained Comparison At the end
of each run of 	 le accesses we determined whether
prefetching had beaten noprefetching by measuring the
number of cache misses during that run
Trace Loads Impropers Percent
   

   

 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Table  Eectiveness of the compatibility Func
tion This table shows for each trace the number of
times we prefetched pattern trees loads and the num
ber of times the prefetched pattern trees turned out to
be inaccurate impropers The last column lists the
percentage of loads that are improper
bandwidth that was wasted Table  shows these re
sults We shall address another overhead the CPU
cycles expended by the prefetcher in section  In ac
cordance with the LRU policy bigger caches give better
accuracy results because prefetched entries have a better
chance to survive cache entry replacements Similarly
bigger caches also give better overhead results because
bad predictions have a better chance to have already ex
isted in the cache in such a case no fetch is performed
The compatibility function plays a critical role in
our mechanism The assumption underlying this func
tion is that if the initial portions of two access trees bear
a high compatibility so will the two access trees in their
entirety In order to test this assumption we counted
the number of times we prefetched pattern trees loads
and the number of times the prefetched pattern trees
turned out to be inaccurate impropers An improper
load was detected when a dierent pattern tree was se
lected by the prefetcher to take the place of the current
one or when the nished working tree did not match
the pattern tree loaded Our results in Table  suggest
that the compatibility function is eective
Finally we illustrate the stability of our mechanism
with regard to the algorithmic parameters Table  gives
three measurements of the algorithm under ve dierent
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Table  Prefetching Accuracy and Overhead The accuracy is dened as the percentage of le access predic
tions predicts that were actually used uses The overhead is dened as the percentage of the total le fetches
fetches that were initiated due to bad prefetch decisions wastes
parameter settings The measurements are the ratio of
miss rates Ratio prediction accuracy accuracy and
prefetch overhead overhead They were taken for all
three traces with a cache size of 	 The two values
in the Setting column are for MATCH THRESHOLD and
PREFETCH CAPACITY respectively The simulation results
we have shown so far correspond to the rst setting
The simulation demonstrates that our algorithm can
accurately predict future le accesses based on past le
usage The major limitation of the simulation study is
that it does not account for the relative timing of events
due to the absence of such information in the traces used
As a result of this prefetched les are assumed to ap
pear in the cache instantaneously It remains to be de
termined whether a real system will have the resources
to exploit the information on future le accesses The
limitations of the simulation motivated us to conduct a
full implementation and further evaluations
 Implementation
We have implemented our mechanism in UX  a
BSD UNIX server running on Mach 	  UX re
sides in user space and is organized as a collection of
C threads  Most threads handle BSD system calls
Among the others are NFS async daemons which handle
asynchronous NFS block IO requests Since we expect
that network le accesses would be the performance bot
tleneck in a clientserver architecture particularly when
the network link is wireless we prefetch only NFS les
opened for read
 Structure
Figure  shows the basic structure of the implemen
tation where each box stands for a C thread and the
shaded area constitutes the prefetcher The prefetcher
consists of two pieces of code The rst is the system in
dependent prefetch engine which handles prefetch anal
ysis working tree construction and pattern tree mainte
nance The same code was used in the simulation In the
implementation the BSD service threads were modied












Figure  Structure of Implementation A prefetch
daemon is added to the collection of C threads in UX
Each BSD service thread is extended to call the prefetch
engine when a relevant system call is serviced
to provide the prefetch engine information on each fork
execve open chdir and exit system call The prefetch
engine processes this information makes prefetch deci
sions and enters the les to be prefetched in a queue
The second piece of prefetcher code is an added thread
called the prefetch daemon The prefetch daemon con
sumes the le queue and produces block read requests in
another queue These requests are then satised by the
async daemons Unlike a userinitiated read operation
a prefetch ends when the block is placed in the system
buer cache No copy to user space is necessary
The prefetch daemon takes advantage of the NFS
readahead logic by prefetching only the rst block of
a le When a requested block number is one more than
the number of the block last read r lastr NFS read
ahead logic speculates that the le is being accessed se
quentially and initiates an asynchronous read on the
next block together with the requested block At least
two requested blocks are needed to establish the sequen

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Table  Mechanism Stability This table presents selected measurements of the prefetching mechanism under
ve dierent settings of the algorithmic parameters MATCH THRESHOLD and PREFETCH CAPACITY The measurements
were taken for all three traces with a cache size of 	
tial access pattern before NFS starts readahead Ac
cordingly when it removes an entry from the le queue
the prefetch daemon generates a read request for only
the rst le block block 	 It also sets r lastr to 
Later when block 	 is actually accessed the request will
hit in the cache and since r lastr is  a readahead
on block  will be issued This scheme moves on as the
le is read block by block which is the norm Since the
prefetch daemon issues only one block read for each le
to be prefetched the cost of prefetching is minimal
We have ensured that prefetch IO yields to regular
NFS asynchronous IO All the NFS async daemons can
be used towards regular IO but only up to a certain
number of them towards prefetch IO Prefetch IO will
be started only if this limit has not been reached and
there is no pending regular IO Thus regular asyn
chronous IOs can be serviced promptly and when there
are too many of these the prefetcher will refrain from
issuing any prefetch IOs This ensures that prefetch
ing halts when the system capacity limit is reached and
does not add extra load to an overload
The implementation consists of approximately 	
lines of C code Of these 	 lines have been added to
the existent UX source les 	 lines are in separate
c les and 		 lines in h les
  Controlled Experiments
We started the evaluation of the implementation with
two simple controlled experiments The following ques
tions motivated our experiments
  How much are the potential benets of prefetching
  Under antagonistic circumstances what is the bear
ing of prefetching on performance
  What is the CPU overhead due to prefetching
The rst experiment is a shell script that consists of
tens of lter programs each of which reads one paramet
ric input le performs some transformation and writes
one output le Many well known UNIX programs are
lters included in our script are awk compress sed
sort strings uniq uuencode and members of the
grep family All input les are the same size and reside
remotely
The second experiment is composed of several pro
gram builds Although builds may seem ideally suited
to prefetching they are antagonistic for two reasons
First on our hardware platform a build is CPU inten
sive leaving the prefetch mechanism relatively little ex
cess CPU cycles with which to make prefetch decisions
Second compilations often access header les rapidre
meaning that the time between a prefetch decision and
the actual need for the data may not be sucient to
complete the prefetch IO
The experiments were run standalone Both the client
and the server are  processors with MB of memory
The client dedicates MB to its UNIX buer cache
Since we are interested to nd out how our mechanism
behaves in relation to dierent network bandwidth we
ran the tests using both hardwired and wireless links di
rectly connecting the client and server The hardwired
connection is an Ethernet 	 Mbsec while the wire
less link is an NCR WaveLAN  radio link with a
maximum  Mbsec data rate For each combination of
experiment and network link we ran the tests both with
and without prefetching Each number reported below
is the mean of three trials
Table a shows the results when the lters exper
iment is run with a wired link We varied the work
load by using dierent input le sizes as given in the
File Size column Size is measured in multiples of
the servers preferred NFS block size which is KB For
each workload we list the UNIX buer cache miss rate as
well as the directory name lookup cache miss rate Since
our mechanism deals exclusively with network les the
cache miss rates are those of remote entries The re
duction of the miss rates due to prefetching is substan
tial We also present the measurements of application
latency or total elapsed time which we couldnt do in
the simulation From a users standpoint latency is the
most important performance metric The time measure
ments are in seconds with standard deviations included
in parentheses The Speedup column is the ratio of no
prefetching latency to prefetching latency The speedups
are signicant particularly when the input les are rel
atively small since the delay caused by a sequential le
access mainly lies in the rst one or two block reads

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Table  Filters Experiment This table summarizes the performance results of the lters experiment Part a
presents the results with the wired link part b with the wireless link
The remaining blocks if any will be brought into cache
by NFS readahead logic before they are needed
Table b shows the results when the same experi
ment is run over a wireless link The application latency
is larger because of the slower link but the speedups are
comparable to those in a wired setup The cache miss
rates with prefetching are slightly higher over a wire
less link than over a wired link since a small amount of
prefetch operations cannot be completed in time for de
manded use Nevertheless the bandwidth of the wireless
link is adequate to perform NFS readahead on a timely
basis so it still suces for the prefetcher to read only
the rst le block for each prediction it makes
Figure  graphically illustrates the application latency
of the lters experiment
Our second experiment consists of builds of several
UNIX utility programs Table  contains the results of
these tests The application latency is also illustrated
in Figure  When a large number of header les are
opened in quick succession  common during compila
tion  the prefetcher often does not have enough time
or available CPU cycles to make a fruitful prefetch even
though it can speculate accurately which les will soon
be referenced The relatively small name cache miss rate
improvements conrm this However prefetching still
manages to reduce the buer cache miss rate by 
 to

 There is no signicant latency enhancement sug
gesting that the builds are CPUbound We are pleased
to see that no negative eects are observed in an adverse
case such as this
We have used simulation traces to demonstrate the
prefetch overhead in terms of wasted network band
width The implementation enables us to collect data
on another type of cost extra CPU consumption Table
 presents the results for the two experiments The CPU
time includes the system time and user time Again the
time measurements are in seconds and the standard de
viations are given in parentheses The CPU time over
head is negligible in all cases We also show the ratio
of CPU time to application latency CPUlatency It
comes as no surprise that prefetching increases this ra
tio substantially in the rst experiment A prefetcher
reduces the total elapsed time by increasing the paral
lelism between CPU processing and IO
 Discussion
There are three necessary conditions for prefetching to
be useful First there must be spare capacity in the
whole data pipe that extends from servers disk to
clients cache This pipe consists of the clients net
work IO interface the network the servers CPU and
the servers disk and network IO paths Up to this
point we have been using the term network band
width loosely to refer to the data pipe Second there
must be system resources on the client side for the
prefetchers use Of special importance are CPU cycles
The prefetcher cannot fulll its duty if it doesnt acquire
CPU cycles promptly even though the amount of CPU
time needed is low Third the workloadmust allow some
interval between le accesses so that the prefetched IO
can be started and completed ahead of the demand
Prefetching proves feasible on both wired and wireless
network connections Although our experiment results
suggest that the speedups for these two situations are
comparable the speedup may be even better appreci
ated by the client at the end of a wireless link With
the slower link a job lasts longer and more real time








































Figure  Filters Experiment Comparison of Application Latency These graphs illustrate the latency data
in Table  Part a compares latency in the wired setting part b in the wireless setting Prefetching results in
signicant speedup in this experiment
to network speed increases prefetching should provide
more benet However there is some subtlety with our
implementation scheme When the ratio is lowered to
a certain point we will no longer be able to depend
on the NFS readahead function to bring in subsequent
le blocks quickly enough This diculty can be tack
led by a simple generalization of our initial approach
The prefetcher can always prefetch the rst N le blocks
N growing with the CPUnetwork ratio and the NFS
readahead code can be modied to read the next Nth
le block instead of the immediately next block Cur
rently N is simply set to 
 Related Work
Prefetching is an old idea It has been studied exten
sively in various areas including prepaging prefetching
of les and prefetching of database objects Prepaging
has not had a major impact in computer architecture
because of the tight time and complexity constraints
on paging hardware and software However prefetch
ing of les and database objects is a more promising
endeavor for two reasons First since le and database
accesses are less frequent than page accesses the speed
with which the decision to prefetch must be made is not
so much of the essence Secondly the resource most
needed to arrange intelligent prefetching namely client
CPU cycles is the resource most in excess in distributed
systems now and in the likely future
Some researchers have looked into prefetching blocks
within les Korner describes a method for detecting and
exploiting block access patterns of individual les 
His approach depends on oline processing by expert
systems to discover patterns The work of Kotz and Ellis
see for example  focuses on the uses of prefetch
ing to increase IO bandwidth in MIMD sharedmemory
multiprocessors They exploit the fact that many scien
tic and database applications running on multiproces
sors exhibit simple and wellknown patterns of sequen
tial access coupled with readonly or writeonly behav
ior eg read every Nth block of the entire le Their
prefetching methods are geared to these access patterns
In contrast to these methods our work looks for access
patterns across les
Some le prefetching methods require that each ap
plication inform the operating system of its future de
mands This includes the TIP project by Patterson et
al 	  and the work of Cao Felton Karlin and
Li   These researchers outlook is more broad
than ours They consider prefetching from devices as
well as from le servers They also consider the in
teraction between prefetching and caching TIP uses
applicationdisclosed access patterns to dynamically al
locate le buers between the competing demands of
prefetching and caching based on a costbenet model
Cao et al allow applications to pass down both prefetch
ing hints and caching hints They then employ an in
tegrated algorithm for prefetching and caching which
is shown to be theoretically nearoptimal These in
formed approaches possess an advantage over ours in
that prefetching is driven not by deductions made after
snooping but rather by certain knowledge provided in
advance by higher levels There is no danger that disas
trously incorrect speculative prefetching might trash the
cache On the other hand these approaches require re
coding applications Also the prefetching mechanism
must act within the interval between when the higher
level learns of the need to do IO and when it actually
initiates IO this interval may not always be sucient
to perform the prefetch IO
Like ours a number of other prefetching methods are
completely transparent to clients They use past ac
cesses to predict future accesses While we seek to build
semantic structures ie access trees that are endowed
with applicationlevel meaning most of the other ap
proaches use a probabilistic method to model the user
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Table  Builds Experiment This table summarizes the performance results of the builds experiment Part a
presents the results with the wired link part b with the wireless link
behavior They examine strings of le accesses for pat
terns of the form when le A is accessed there is a
	
 chance that le B will be accessed soon Unlike
our treebased approach there is no attempt to build in
an understanding of why les A and B are likely to be
accessed together
Some recent examples of work based on probabilistic
methods are a paper by Curewitz et al  on prefetching
objects in an objectoriented database work by Grioen
and Appleton  	 and by Kroeger and Long  that
prefetch whole les Both  and  adapt context
modeling techniques used in data compression to predict
the next access Their work is inspired by the theory
that prediction is synonymous with data compression
Intuitively in order to compress data well one has to
be able to predict future data well and hence a good
data compressor should be able to predict well for the
purpose of prefetching Grioen and Appletons work
in comparison employs a probability graph that for
each le accumulates frequency counts of all les that
are accessed shortly after the rst le
In the initial stages of our work we considered prob
abilistic modeling We implemented in the simulator
only two extremely simple probabilistic methods which
we called stupid pairs and smart pairs
  Stupid pairs When le F is accessed prefetch
the le that was accessed immediately following F
at the last time F was accessed
Sample series of accesses F G remember FG F
prefetch G remember GF H remember FH F
prefetch H remember HF H cache hit
  Smart pairs Keep track of all les that are ac
cessed immediately after F and when F is accessed
the next time choose one according to the fre
quency distribution
Sample series of accesses only Fs pairs are shown
F G FG F prefetch G H FG H F
prefetch G or H with  weighting H FG
H F prefetch G or H with  weighting
The stupid pair scheme worked better than the smart
pair approach when applied to our traces This unex
pected result is explained by considering the locality of
many accesses often a user works on one le or one
group of les for some time then moves on to similar
operations with dierent les Stupid pairs are well
equipped to handle this usage pattern since they in
variably prefetch the most recently used successor le
The seemingly superior intelligence of smart pairs actu
ally becomes a liability when locality is strong les no
longer in active use may be given undue weight if they
were heavily accessed in the past
The phenomenon that less information is better pro
vided that it is more recent identies one commonweak
ness of probabilistic methods how to determine an ap
propriate window in the recent past from which to infer
future accesses None of the above methods addresses
this issue Instead they make predictions based on a
global history of accesses An additional weakness of
methods like  and  is that they have limited looka
head they predict the single next event They are less
likely to be widely applicable than methods with longer
lookahead
Similar to our work Palmer and Zdoniks work on
Fido  also explicitly recognizes and maintains access
patterns Several important aspects make their work dif
ferent First their work was conducted in the context of








































Figure  Builds Experiment Comparison of Application Latency These graphs illustrate the latency data
in Table  Part a compares latency in the wired setting part b in the wireless setting There are no observable
negative eects in this antagonistic experiment
is le systems Second they represent access patterns
with strings of object identiers with no semantics in
volved We represent patterns with access trees Third
they employ specialized pattern memory while we store
pattern trees in virtural memory Finally and most no
tably Fido requires a separate training phase after each
user session while our mechanism is more online there
is no oline computation or periodic analysis needed
An issue that is related to prefetching is hoarding
    Both prefetching and hoarding in
volve anticipatory le fetches bringing les from remote
servers into a local cache before they are needed These
are not exactly the same techniques however Hoard
ing is a scheme designed to increase the likelihood that
a mobile client will be able to continue working during
periods of total disconnection from le servers Since
hoarding is a relatively infrequent operation performed
only at a clients request prior to disconnection timing
is not critical On the other hand prefetching is mainly
concerned with improving performance and timing is im
portant With prefetching the le server is assumed
to be still accessible although the network connectivity
may be weak A cache miss is much more catastrophic
in disconnected operations hence hoarding is typically
willing to overfetch substantially in order to enhance the
availability of les Despite the dierences our idea of
uncovering and exploiting the semantic structure under
lying le accesses also applies to the hoarding problem
as shown in 
 Conclusion
We have presented a technique for transparent online
le prefetching The technique analyticallymodels inter
esting system calls and builds semantic structures that
capture the interrelationships between le accesses It
makes accurate predictions of future le accesses im
poses little CPU overhead doesnt interfere with de
mand IO and delivers substantially lower client cache
miss rates and elapsed time for IOintensive applica
tions
One central trait of the algorithm is that it spends
client CPU cycles in return for more eective use of
client cache space and fewer ondemand network op
erations Another distinguishing aspect is that the al
gorithms lookahead ability is potentially much greater
than that of previous work Both of these traits help
to couple application IO performance more closely to
CPU speed than to IO device speed thereby addressing
a fundamental and longstanding problem in operating
systems 
Our initial performance evaluation has been encour
aging We intend to conduct more sophisticated exper
iments so that we can study the prefetcher behavior
	
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Table  CPU Time Consumption This table presents the CPU time with and without prefetching over two
dierent network links Also given is the ratio of CPU time to application latency Part a give the results for the
lters experiment part b for the builds experiment
gains and overheads over a much wider spectrum of
conditions network capacity client CPU capacity work
load etc In addition we intend to explore applying
the access tree notion to caching and investigate eec
tive combination of three related techniques prefetch
ing hoarding and caching We speculate that an inte
grated le cache management strategy taking advantage
of the semantics revealed in past le usage would work
well
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